
  
Abstract—Nonlinearity in industrial processes such as chemical 

and biological processes is still a significant problem. Kernel 
principal component analysis (KPCA) has recently proven to be a 
powerful tool for monitoring nonlinear processes with numerous 
mutually correlated measured variables. One of the drawbacks of 
original KPCA is that computation time increases with the number of 
samples. In this article, fuzzy C-means clustering technique (FCM) is 
adopted to reduce the computational complexity of KPCA. The 
proposed approach (FCM-KPCA) is applied for fault detection of the 
Tennessee Eastman chemical process. Simulation results show the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of low computational 
cost and low missed detection rate. 
 

Keywords—Fault detection, fuzzy C-means, kernel PCA, 
nonlinear processes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
MONG the existing nonlinear methods, kernel-based 
techniques have been successfully developed for tackling 

the nonlinear problem in recent years [1]. They have attracted 
wide attentions, including support vector machine (SVM) [2], 
[3], and [4], kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) [5], 
[6], [7], [8], and [9], kernel partial least squares (PLS) [10], 
[11], and [12], kernel fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) [13], 
[14], [15], and [16] and Kernel Independent Component 
Analysis (KICA) [17], [18], and [19]. The basic idea is that the 
mapped data are analyzed using conventional linear statistical 
analysis techniques in high dimensional feature space, which is 
equivalent to nonlinear analysis in original input space [20]. 
  KPCA has already shown better performance than PCA in 
several fields. However, KPCA have characteristics that limit 
its practical applications in process monitoring. One of the 
shortcomings of KPCA is that in the training phase of KPCA, 
it requires to store and manipulate the kernel matrix, the size 
of which is the square of the number of samples. When the 
samples number becomes large, the calculation of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors will be time consuming [21]. In this paper, 
we seek to improve KPCA for fault detection in the viewpoint 
of computational cost. A Fuzzy C-means cluster method [22] 
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is adopted to reduce the computational complexity of KPCA 
when the number of training samples becomes large. FCM 
method is used to isolate different classes of time-series data in 
the input space. Then the clustered data instead of whole input 
data are mapped into feature space via a nonlinear kernel 
function to build KPCA for fault detection.  
    In comparison with the KPCA, the proposed Fuzzy C-means 
based KPCA (FCM-KPCA) approach effectively reduces the 
computation cost of the KPCA technique. One of the main 
objectives of a fault detection statistic is to be sensitive to all 
possible faults of the process. The sensitivity of the statistics is 
quantified by calculating the missed detection rates for the 
faults of the monitored process. In this context, the proposed 
approach as a nonlinear monitoring model is compared with 
the PCA in terms of sensitivity. The utility of the proposed 
monitoring approach is tested using a Tennessee Eastman 
chemical process.  
   This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a brief 
review of KPCA technique and the fuzzy C-means clustering 
method. Section III defines the principles of the proposed 
FCM-KPCA approach for fault detection. The Tennessee 
Eastman Process is given in section IV to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach. Section V concludes 
the topics discussed in this paper and proposes future research 
work.  

II. PRELIMINARIES  

A. KPCA  
     PCA is a simple linear transformation approach that com-
presses high-dimensional data with minimum loss of data in-
formation. In general, PCA can only be effectively performed 
on a set of observations that vary linearly. When the variations 
are nonlinear, some nonlinear approaches are required. KPCA 
has been successfully developed for tackling the nonlinear 
problem in recent years. KPCA maps the input data x into a 
feature space F via a nonlinear mapping.  According to 
Cover’s theorem  [23],  the nonlinear data structure in the 
input space is more likely to be linear after high-dimensional 
nonlinear mapping, and so, a linear PCA can be performed in 
F.          

Given a set of normalized training data mn
iix ℜ∈=1}{ and 

nm << . Let Φ is a nonlinear mapping: am Fxx ∈Φ→ℜ∈ )(   
, the training data are then extended into hyper-dimensional 
feature space F, where, the dimension of  F, a, can be arbitrary 
large or even infinite. The sample covariance matrix in the in 
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the feature space can be computed as: 
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By the same argument in the input space, the solutions υ  lie 
in the span of n

iix 1)}({ =Φ . Thus, we can consider the 
equivalent equations:  
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and the coefficients n
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To calculate the dot products  )()(( ji xx Φ⋅Φ )  in the 
feature space, kernel function   k(xi, xj) can be used [23].  
Some of the most widely used kernel functions are: Gaussian 

radial basis kernel: )/exp(),(
2

σyxyxk −−= ; polynomial 
kernel k(x, y) = (x.y)d;  inhomogeneous polynomial kernel: k(x, 
y) = ((x.y) + ω)d;  sigmoid kernel: k(x, y) =tanh (b0 (x.y) + b1), 
where .   is l2-norm; σ, d, ω, b0, and b1 have to be specified 
[24].  The specific choice of kernel function implicitly defines 
the form of mapping and the feature space.  By defining a 
kernel matrix nn

jiij
xxK ×ℜ∈ΦΦ= ))().(( , the eigenvalue 

problem can be represented by the following simple form:  
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The centered kernel matrix 
ij

K is easily calculated using 
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1n = (1/n)n×n. To ensure the normality of the eigenvector in the 

feature space, 12 =v  the calculated eigenvector β should be 

scaled by )/(12
k

nλβ = . 

 The KPCA-based fault detection is similar to linear PCA. 
The monitoring indices, i.e. Hotelling’s T

2 
and Q in the feature 

space can be used for process monitoring. There are numerous 
methods for determining the number of significant PCs l, 
including cumulative percent variance, the scree test, average 
eigenvalues, and the variance of reconstruction error [25]. In 
general, the number of l selected for KPCA is larger than that 
of linear PCA because KPCA extracts the major PCs from the 
infinite high-dimensional feature space whereas linear PCA 

extracts the major PCs from the relatively small input space. 
The KPCA has the potential to utilize more PCs to code 
structure rather than noise. Hence, the KPCA outperforms 
linear PCA in denoising if a sufficient large number of PCs is 
selected [5].  

After constructing the PCA model in the feature space F,  
the KPCA score vector lt ℜ∈  for a new sample  mx ℜ∈ ; 

],...,[ 1 lttt = can be given by:  
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(7) 
for k=1, … ,l. 
   In the monitoring models,  the changes in the score variables 
reflect the changes in the underlying process behavior. The 
variation within the KPCA model is measured by Hotelling’s 
T2 that is the sum of the normalized squared scores as follows:  

  t
l

TtT 12 −Λ=                                             (8)                        

Where ll
l

×
∈ ℜΛ denotes the diagonal matrix of 

significant eigenvalues. This statistic follows F distribution 

[26] and the confidence limit, 2
δ

T is given by:  
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Where δ is the confidence level.  
  The variability that breaks the normal process correlation is 
measured by Q statistic [27]:  

ttxxKQ T−= ),(                                            (10) 

Where 11),( ×ℜ∈xxK is the mean centered test kernel 
vector.  
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B. Fuzzy C-means clustering method 
The idea behind FCM clustering method is to select the 

center of data representing the characteristics in every cluster.  
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Suppose the training data mn
iix ℜ∈=1}{ and the problem is to 

determine a set of c-centroids c
h hL 1}{ =  so as to minimize the 

sum-of-squares criterion: 
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where p > 1 is a weighting exponent that determines the 

fuzziness degree. 
ih

µ  ⊂ Ω  represents the membership degree 

of the data point xi to a cluster Ah,  where A = {A1,A2, ... ,Ac} is 
the fuzzy partition. ),(

hi
Lxd  is the distance between the data 

point xi and cluster Ah. This distance is usually calculated by 
the Euclidean distance as:  
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The optimal fuzzy partition can be calculated according to 
the following algorithm, where the objective function is 
successively minimized with respect to Ω and L.  
 

1. Let a data set xi and p> 1. Initialize the partition matrix 
Ω (0) and set the iterative index r =0 

2. Calculate at  (r = 0) or update at  (r > 0) the centroids 
Lh(r), which minimize the objective function  Jc  
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            where ε > 0.  

III. FCM-KPCA BASED FAULT DETECTION 
   The concept of the proposed FCM-KPCA approach in this 
section is to use the FCM method to search about a subset of 
the samples in the input space whose mappings in the feature 
space are sufficient to express all of the data. As well known, 
the dimension of KPCA model depends on the number of 
training data as aforementioned in section II-A, which 
increases the computational cost in the training phase that is 
used to perform the eigen-decomposition. This computation 

cost will extend to the on-line phase to calculate the 
monitoring indices that can be possibly very high. 
  According to the mathematical analysis in section II of both 
KPCA and FCM clustering method, the proposed monitoring 
approach is detailed as follows: The sample covariance matrix 
in the feature space is modified into:  
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The new centered kernel matrix can be rewritten as: 
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where 

c
l   is the number of significant PCs in the feature 

space of  FCM-KPCA,  k =1,··· ,lc.  The monitoring indices 
will be:  
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    According to the above analysis, the proposed approach and 
the original KPCA model can be compared in terms of the 
computational cost. This comparison is based on the number 
of floating point operations (flops). It should be noted that the 
most computational load is consumed in calculating the 
eigenpairs of the covariance matrix in the feature space which 

consumes )(or)112422( 323 nOnnn +++  based on 

singular value decomposition technique (SVD) [28].   
Whereas, this cost can be reduced to  

)(or)112422( 323 cOccc +++ , c < n in the proposed 

FCM-KPCA approach. Moreover, the computation cost of 
calculating the score vector t that used in determining the 
monitoring statistics, i.e. T

2 
and Q depends on the number of 

the clusters c in FCM-KPCA instead of the training data n in 
case of KPCA.  
    The outline of the proposed FCM-PCA approach can be 
summarized as in the following:  It includes two phases.    
First, constructing the normal operating condition model which 
is built off-line. Second, applying the monitoring model on-
line. 

(1) Constructing the normal operating condition (NOC) model: 
 1)  Collect the historical data during normal operation  and  

normalize them to zero mean and unit variance;  
2)   Calculate the normalized c-centroids c

h hL 1}{ =  using 
FCM method 

3)  Compute the centered kernel matrix K ∈ℜ
c×c 

and its 
eigenpairs; 

4)  Calculate the control limits of the monitoring statistics, 

i.e. Hotelling’s 2
c

T
 
and 

c
Q  as in (25).  

(2) On-line monitoring model: 
1)  Normalize a new test data vector x to zero mean and unit 

variance;  
2)  Determine the score vector tc for x as in (21); 

3)  Calculate the monitoring indices ( 2
c

T or  
c

Q ) ; 

4)  Check whether 2
c

T and/or 
c

Q  exceeds the corresponding          

control limits 2
δc

T
 
and 

δc
Q , respectively.  If so, the 

process is out-of statistical-control due to faults and the 
alarm is released, otherwise the process is in-statistical-
control.  

5)  Go to step 1.  
 

In this article, the PCA and the proposed FCM-KPCA ap-
proach are compared in terms of the sensitivity for all possible 
faults of a process. This can be quantified by calculating the 
missed detection rates (MDR) for the processes faults of the 
testing data sets according to the following equation: 

            %
samplesfaulty

samplesundetected
=MDR                  (26) 

   This criterion is used in the next section to measure the 
affectivity of the proposed approach, i.e. FCM-KPCA over 
PCA.  

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, the PCA and the proposed FCM-KPCA 

monitoring methods are applied to the well-known Tennessee 
Eastman (TE) chemical process. TE process was first intro-
duced by [29] and has been widely used for testing various 
process monitoring methods [30], [31], and [32]. The process 
is constructed by five major operation units: a reactor, a prod-
uct condenser, a vapor-liquid separator, a recycle compressor 
and a product stripper as shown in Fig. 1. Two products are 
created from four reactants by means of two irreversible and 
exothermic reactions. It includes 52 input variables, which are 
composed of 41 measured and 11 manipulated variables, 
respectively. The details on the process description are well 
explained in [33]. The simulation data can be downloaded 
from the website http://brahms.scs.uiuc.edu. The total number 
of observations in the training dataset is 500. A set of 21 
programmed faults is listed in Table I. The testing data sets for 
each fault are composed of 960 observations and all faults 
were introduced from sample 160.  
 

TABLE I 
PROCESS FAULTS IN TENNESSEE EASTMAN PROCESS 

Case Process variable Type Type 

1 A/C feed ratio, B  composition constant step 
2 B composition, A/C ration constant step 

3 D feed temperature step 
4 Reactor cooling water inlet temperature step 
5 Condenser cooling water inlet temperature step 

6 A feed loss step 
7 C header pressure loss-reduced 

availability 
step 

8 A,B,C feed composition Random variation 
9 D feed temperature Random variation 

10 C feed temperature Random variation 
11 Reactor cooling water inlet temperature Random variation 
12 Condenser cooling water inlet temperature Random variation 

13 Reaction kinetics Reaction kinetics Random variation 
14 Reactor cooling water valve Sticking Sticking 

15 Condenser cooling water valve Sticking Sticking 

16 Unknown Unknown 

17 Unknown Unknown 

18 Unknown Unknown 

19 Unknown Unknown 

20 Unknown Unknown 

21 The valve for stream 4 was fixed at the 
steady state position 

Constant position 

 
A. Fault detection results  

      In our study, a Gaussian radial basis kernel function with a 
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width σ empirically chosen is considered to construct the 
FCM-KPCA model. The number of clusters c was chosen as  

.   
 

Fig. 1 Tennessee Eastman challenge process schematic diagram 
 

100.  The numbers of significant PCs were selected using 
CPV method as 40, 39 in PCA and FCM-KPCA, respectively.  
The number of clusters c was chosen as 100. The numbers of 
significant PCs were selected using CPV method as 40, 39 in 
PCA and FCM-KPCA, respectively.  To illustrate the strengths 
and weaknesses of each statistic in both monitoring methods, 
faults 7 and 14 are selected. The monitoring results for these 
faults cases are illustratively shown in Figs. 2-5 using FCM-
KPCA approach in comparison with PCA.  

In the case of fault 7, the C header pressure loss-reduced 
availability is changed step by step. The monitoring results 
based on PCA and FCM-KPCA are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, 
respectively. PCA can detect the faults from sample 160 but 
the Q statistic fails to detect this fault at about samples 400, 
which raises the missed detection rate to 34.6683%. On the 
other hand, the proposed FCM-KPCA successes in detecting 
this fault at sample 160 and continued until the end of the 
simulation without missed detection samples. 

In the case of fault 14, the reactor cooling water valve is 
sticked. Both PCA and FCM-KPCA could detect the fault 
from about sample 160 (Figs. 4-5). However, the Q-statistic of 
PCA could not detect the fault properly. In contrast to PCA, 

both statistics of FCMKPC, i.e. 2
cT  and Qc showed high 

performance in detecting this fault. To detail the performance 
of PCA and FCM-KPCA, the corresponding missed detection 
rates for all faults 1-21 are computed and listed in Table II. 
Obviously, for most cases, the fault detection rates based on 
FCM-KPCA are higher than PCA.  It should be noted that the 
faults 3, 9, and 15 have no observable change in the mean or 
the variance. In other words, these faults are unobservable 
from the testing data set  which yields to high missed detection 
rates for most monitoring statistics approaches as in [33]. 
However, the proposed FCMKPCA approach could decrease 
the average missed detection rates for these faults from 
88.1936% in the case of PCA’s statistics to about 40.9262%. 
The results prove the efficiency of FCM-KPCA in monitoring 
nonlinear processes.  In addition to that, it could decrease the 
computational cost of the original KPCA model.  

 
V. CONCLUSION 

This article has studied the application of KPCA for   
monitoring nonlinear processes. The contribution of this article 
is the development of a numerically efficient KPCA 
monitoring approach. FCM clustering technique is used to 
classify the training data into c-clusters. The centroids of these 
clusters are mapped to an infinite-dimensional feature space to 
build FCM-KPCA approach.  To evaluate the proposed FCM-
KPCA approach, the paper presented the analysis of recorded 
data from a Tennessee Eastman chemical process. The 
evaluation and comparison of the monitoring statistics are 
based on criteria that quantify the process monitoring 
performance. The simulation results confirmed that the 
proposed monitoring approach with a reduced computational 
cost can still effectively capture the nonlinear relationships in 
process variables. Therefore, it has been effective in detecting 
abnormal events with less missed detection rates than PCA.  
   Future work will concentrate on how to improve the ability 
of the proposed approach for fault detection in nonlinear time-
varying industrial processes.  
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Fig. 2  PCA fault detection results for Tennessee Eastman process 

(Fault 7) 
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Fig. 3  KPCA-FCM fault detection results for Tennessee 

Eastman process (Fault 7) 
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Fig. 4 PCA fault detection results for Tennessee Eastman process 
(Fault 14) 
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Fig. 5  KPCA-FCM fault detection results for Tennessee 

Eastman process (Fault 14) 
 
 
 
 

TABLE II 
 MISSES DETECTION RATES OF PCA AND FCM-KPCA IN THE TENNESSEE 

EASTMAN PROCESS 
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